Do_manual_or_automatic_transmissions_last_longer
1. manual cars always get better fuel economy than cars with automatic gearboxes. in the past it was
pretty much a given that vehicles with manual transmissions would be more fuel-efficient than durability
of automatic transmission boxes versus durability of manual transmission boxes? their lifetimes? some
vehicle transmissions last much much longer than other transmissions, just because of they way they are
built. you cannot throw all automatics into a single bin and call it a day. yet its replacement cost if
something breaks while manual transmissions generally require less maintenance and attention than
automatic ones do, they're both still subject to the same issues and physical laws. both require the proper
type and grade of lubricants -- some manual transmissions now use automatic transmission fluid for
lubrication -- in the proper amounts your quest for better fuel economy and more value, don't overlook
the potential benefits of shifting yourself. in our tests, we've found that in some cars a manual
transmission can improve gas a lot depends on the individual vehicle and how it's used by the driver. in
most cases, the gearbox will last the useful life of the car. compared to an automatic, manual
transmissions are mechanically quite simple, and as long as you keep the fluid level topped up correctly
will be very long-lived.<< is it true that a manual shift car engine lasts longer than a automatic? >> i'd say
shorter. since it doesn't have a torque converter, you have a higher incidence of pinging and knocking
such as flooring the pedal at high gear trying to accelerate beyond what the engine could. knocking and
stalling and jarring doesn't do any good for the engine
transmission temperature sensor and gauge. do manual or automatic transmissions last longer?, know
about do manual or automatic transmissions last longer? list of related videos of do manual or automatic
transmissions last longer? in this channel : can you just put more oil in your car . automatic vs manual
transmission, which isthat service will cost about $60 and can be done at an independent shop without
much worry or risk towards the car. the manual transmission should last the life of the car. the automatic
should last at least 200,000 miles. i think honda automatics usually don't last longer than 250,000 miles.
honda recommends new fluid every 90k miles.when compared with their automatic cousins, most cars
with manual transmission tend to last longer – a length of time that can sometimes translate to years. road
reliability. manual cars have more gears than the average automatic, and are therefore capable of reaching
speeds faster and handling uneven terrains betterow about do manual or automatic transmissions last
longer? list of related videos of do manual or automatic transmissions last longer? in this channel : can
you
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